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This paper is meant not only as a small offering towards the 
commemoration of three hundred years since the first edition of 
Vitsentzos Kornaros's Erotokritos (an occasion providing the 
added pleasure of coming back to Cambridge and meeting old 
friends); it is equally meant as a tribute to David Holton's pivotal 
contribution to the study of the text, especially its language, style 
and poetics. 1 The title suggests an over-ambitious attempt at a 
comprehensive treatment of the two fundamental constituents of 
an ideal love story. In fact it will set out to offer comments and 
raise questions of poetics relating to the presentation of desire, 
sensuality and beauty in Erotokritos, in the hope of contributing to 
a fuller understanding of the text's subtleties. 

The various demonstrations of desire, the private or even 
intimate communication between lovers are, needless to say, 
central in a romance. Among the most characteristic features of 
the genre is the depiction of the various stages of courtship from 
the declaration of love to its fulfilment (if possible), and more 
specifically the ways in which the lovers strive to unite in mind 
(and in body, if possible). Especially in a poetic work, this process 
is presented through the lyrical idiom and tone of the lovers' 
private conversation ( either in direct dialogue or in writing). 

1 This contribution is a slightly modified version of the paper given at 
Cambridge in February 2013 with the addition of the necessary foot0 

notes. The edition used for references and excerpts is: Stylianos Alexiou, 
Brcafrr~o~ KoQvdQO~, 'EQWTOXQlW~. KQl1:l%rJ E%◊O<Jl], Eioaywyf], 

Ol]µElwow:;, y11,wooaQlO (Athens: Ermis 1980, reprinted with cor
rections 1986 and 1994). For Voskopoula I have used the edition by 
Stylianos Alexiou, 'H BoaxonovAa, XQlJWUJ c:iOVAAW wiJ 1600. 
KQl1:l%l] E%◊OOl] (Heraklion: Etairia Kritikon Istorikon Meleton 1963). 
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Closely connected with the expression of desire is the represen
tation of the body, especially the depiction of beauty. 

Beginning with the love dialogues, one can start with the 
observation that, only on very limited occasions does Kornaros's 
reader have the opportunity to penetrate into the private channel 
of communication between Erotokritos and Aretousa and thus 
receive an immediate account of their plaintive or playful amorous 
exchanges. The painful feelings of obstructed desire are exposed 
in dialogues, which are in effect debates on love. Indeed, there are 
many dialogues on the subject, amplifying its torments (rather 
than its delights). In this sense, the discourse of love is abundant 
in Komaros's romance. However, while the two protagonists have 
lengthy discussions on love and its torments with their confidants 
(Polydoros and Frosyni), and while ample commentary and obser
vations are offered by the narrator, there are no solitary mono
logues expressing passion.2 When Erotokritos and Aretousa voice 
their feelings (usually in the presence of the confidant), the 
emphasis is on the tormenting effort to suppress desire, rather than 
on the liberating outpouring of feeling. 3 

Additionally, the narrative contains no direct erotic dialogue, 
and, even more intriguingly, the songs that made Aretousa fall in 
love with Erotokritos are never disclosed. As a result, the 
representation of the couple's most intimate moments is limited, 

2 As Massimo Peri has observed: "The dialogues in Erotokritos can be 
read as a kind of psychomachia in which the protagonist impersonates 
erotic impulse while his/her confidant impersonates selkontrol. It is for 
this reason ( contrary to what happens in the western tradition of 
Erotokritos's model Paris et Vienne) that each confidant converses only 
with the respective protagonist; [ ... ] and for the same reason, when the 
protagonists stop resisting love, the dialogues between Aretousa and 
Frosyni become very rare and those between Rotokritos and Polydoros 
cease altogether" (my translation). See: Tov n:60ov appmm:11µtvoc;. 
larptK1 Km n:oi1JCJ1J m:ov Epmr6Kpiro, trans. Afroditi Athanasopoulou 
(Heraklion: Panepistimiakes Ekdoseis Kritis 1999), p. 165. Peri offers a 
most stimulating analysis of the therapeutic function of the dialogues in 
Erotokritos on pp. 148-65. 
3 I shall not be discussing the dialogues between Erotokritos and the 
imprisoned Aretousa in Book V, as these sections contain very few 
elements relating to desire. 
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and in most cases filtered and controlled by the narrator.4 The 
secret nocturnal meetings of the young lovers are not rendered in 
any detail, and most importantly, they are not dramatized. 
Aretousa's initial words at the first meeting with Erotokritos are 
presented, but the remainder of the exchange is summarized and, 
at the same time, reconstructed through the interpretative inter
vention of the narrator (III 615-18): 

Ta '1cEyE, ,:' O.VE8(~aVE, xa.8' £Va£ JW'll Ota~O.SH 
Kt 6:n:ou 'xo'UOE 'X.t 6:n:ou 'xaµz, f..lJWQEi VO. ,:a 1coytas11· 

OE 8E VO. xavw ,:ov 'X.atQO 'X,t ayvwo,:o VO. f..lE JTT]l:E, 
va. Myw E'X.Eivo :n:' 01cm oa£ f..tE i:riv ,WQota. 8WQEii:E. 

In general, the lovers' experience, especially the bodily aspect of 
erotic torment is not exposed through lyrical monologue or dia
logue (as mentioned above). On the contrary, the narrator invites 
his experienced, emotionally mature readers to recreate the 
feelings and words themselves, on the basis of their personal 
knowledge on matters of love. When Aretousa abandons her 
initial shyness and dares to express her thoughts and feelings (III 
657-64), direct speech is, once more, absent: 

1
HQ8E i:o ox6i:o£ x' l]'UQE WV£, i:riv &Qa i:w£ xmtxou· 

:n:aot oi:ov i:6:n:ov i:w£ x' oi ou6, xaQa. µzya1c11v EXO'U. 
3avaxtVO'llV ,:a :n:6.811 1:W£ xal i:6i:E£ iJ AQE,:O'UOa 

:n:At<J. AE'Ul:EQa xal o:n:1caxvtxa ,:a XELAl] 1:01'] l'oµtAO'lJOa· 
YIQXWE x' ecpaVEQWVE ,:Ol) PW'X.QLW'lJ, va µ6.811 

a:n:o ,:a ~6.811 •ft£ 'X.aQOLCT.£ :n:aQaµt'X.QO a:n:' ,:a :n:6.811. 
Nu'X.i:E£ Jl:OAAE£ ,:ol :n:6VO'U£ 1:W£ o,:o :n:aQa8UQt Mot 

xt <l:JQE£ yE1couv, <l:JQE£ µt1couv xt <l:JQE£ ow:n:wvi:a£ x1caiot. 

The dialogue between the two young lovers is dramatized 
only in the separation scene in Book III. As Rotokritos's departure 
is imminent, the atmosphere is dominated by anxiety and grief. 

4 For more details, see Tina Lendari, "'O 'EQWTOXQlTOc; xal iJ EAAl]Vt'X.Yj 
011µwo11£ µu8wi:oQ(a ,:ou Mwa(wva: 6 Myo£ •ft£ l'o:n:t8uµ(a£ xal 11 
a:n:ouo(a ,:ov", in: Stefanos Kaklamanis (ed.), Z17njµara not17uxrjc; 
arov 'EQwi:6xQti:o (Heraklion: Vikelaia Vivliothiki 2006), pp. 51-8. 
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His words are full of resentment, sadness and despair, leading him 
to cruelly doubt Aretousa's love and devotion; adding insult to 
injury, he asks her to remember him when she becomes another 
man's bride. In this very section he alludes to bodily desire and 
sexual contact (III 1377-80): 

PQT. KL OV'tE a' ayami UAAOll yaµn{>Oll 0Ei; oworii; i:11v Es a oou 
xal, VOL'XO'XllQYJ£ va YEVft oi:a 'XCT.AAYJ i:a ◊L'XCX oou, 

OV'tE µE OJtAaxvoi; OE <pLAft xal, OE JtEQLAaµnavri, 
0uµfJoou tvoi; OJtOU yLa OE i:B6.A0YJ v' ano06.vri. 

Aretousa's indignant response is a remarkable composition, 
combining strong rhetorical features and a sophisticated array of 
imagery and metaphors.5 Her verbal and emotional eruption illus
trates her anguish, simultaneously marking a clear indication of 
her malady, the disease of love; the aggravation of her symptoms 
is due to Erotokritos's unjust accusations which lead her to 
exclaim in a famous (and, according to some, daringly sensuous) 
line: yLa oevav i:yEvvfJ0YJXE oi:ov x6oµo i:o xoQµ( µou (III 1400). 
This bold allusion to her body is a sign of her sensuality, which 
surfaces as a result of the excruciating situation she finds herself 
in (III 1407-10): 

l"iEv 11µ,noQEi JtALO 11 'AQE'tll i:i:oi)i:a v' anoµevri 
'XL ayxoUOEµEVYJ E'lJQLO'XE'taL xal, SEJtEQLOQLOµEVYJ 

xal, MyEL 'tOU va µ11 µLAi), JtALO'tEQU µ11 BaQULVYJ 
µLa AaBwµev11 w' EQwi:uxi;, i:ou n60ou c'xQQwoi:riµtvri: 

After the conclusion of this scene with the exchange of rings and 
vows, and before Erotokritos is separated from his beloved, one 
would expect to find the very words of love exchanged by the 
lovers at this critical stage. Instead, the narrator intervenes once 
more, appealing to those educated in love, to attempt a re
construction of their words (III 1499-1510): 

5 See David Ricks, "The style of Erot6kritos", Cretan Studies I (1988) 
250-1; Lendari, "'O 'EQWTOXQlW~ xal, 11 EAAYJVL'Xll oriµworii; µu0wi:o
Q(a", pp. 63-5. 
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'Onmoc:; &ouA.EVYEL wf) <pLAL<ic:; x' EXEL xariµo µcyaA.o, 
ac:; i;o A.OYLCtOrJ l'.vi;a 't.,cycv 6 Evac:; µE i;ov (f,A,A,0• 

ac:; .o AoyLaori xL ac:; .o of) xL a.no &txou .ou ac:; xgi'.vri 
l'.vi;' anoxmgHi'.oµam ~oav n)v &ga xci'.v11 

x' l'.v.a xaA11vuxi;i'.oµam JtQLXLa, <pagµaxcµ{:va, 
A.6yta µE A.oux.ouxi'.oµma xat oaxgua ,uµwµi'ova· 

0wQLEc:; µ{: w' avaoi;Evaµouc:; xal, wf) xag◊Lac:; i;goµagcc:; 
xal, OUXVLavavi;gavi'.oµma XL ayetJt'l']c:; AlYWµCtQEc:;. 

ME n6vouc:; i;a xavaxta ,:we:;, µE Oaxgua O,LL µLA.OllOL, 
oav OVLE ol µavcc:; i;a, Jtat◊La VEXQCT. O.JtOXaLQELO'llOl. 

"Qc:; i;1)v auyiJ EµLA.O'lJOaVE, &c:; •Y]V auyiJv EXA.aiya 
xL &c:; i;iJv auyiJ ,:a na811 i;wc:; xat n6vouc:; i;wc:; EMya. 
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This practice of controlling amorous discourse and avoiding 
the recording of love lyrics results in a moderation of the sensual 
element. This practice may well be connected with the absence of 
a full description of the heroine, a fairly standard topos of the 
romance genre. Even though Kornaros composes the finest 
psychological depiction and praise of Aretousa's noble character 
and warm feelings, he consistently prevents his character from 
becoming fully "visible" to the reader. The readers are informed 
that Aretousa is exceptionally beautiful and gracious from the 
beginning of the work, but only a few of her features are 
mentioned. Several components of her physical appearance are 
integrated in various comments relating to action, which are 
scattered throughout the text (e.g. I 125-8).6 The synthesis of these 
elements results in a partial portrait: a lovely body, red lips, white 
hands and blonde hair. Aretousa's marble-white hands are men
tioned in three instances (the most commonly mentioned of her 
bodily features), while there is also a passage exclusively dealing 
with her hair. As has repeatedly been pointed out, the colour of 
her eyes is not revealed. Except for the description of her beautiful 
hair, which shall be discussed below, all these passages are placed 
in the first three books of the romance (those dealing with the first 

6 For the specific details of physical appearance, the presentation and 
distribution in the text see Michalis Lasithiotakis, "OL JtEQLyga<pEc:; oi;ov 
'EQwr6xQtro: a<p11y1iµa.oA.oyLxiJ xal, u<poAOYLXYJ ngooi'oyyw11", in: 
Kaklamanis ( ed.), ZrJriJµara JTOlrJTlxrjc;, pp. 83-102. 
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stage of the young couple's love, the stage of ardent, youthful 
passion).7 

The absence of a structured and concrete ekphrasis (i.e. an 
external description or portrait) of Komaros's young heroine, has 
by now received ample attention and discussion.8 Massimo Peri 
suggests that Komaros does not care to employ either the brief or 
the long type of traditional ekphrasis, while Giorgos Kallinis 
believes that Komaros is not ignorant of this type of rhetorical 
device but, instead, makes a deliberate choice in ignoring it. His 
analysis concludes thus (my translation): 

The brief or extensive portraits of women in Medieval and 
Renaissance romance, as well as the fragmentary presentation 
of feminine beauty in lyrical poetry [Kallinis refers here mainly 
to the models of Petrarchan poetry], belong to a common topos, 
the locus of female beauty, as seen by the male gaze and 
intended/or the male gaze. The idealization of women through 
portraiture is part of the process of dehumanization. Theorists 
attribute this attitude to the male fear of the female body, which 
conceals the desire for unbridled sexuality. If this is true, thm 
by abandoning the Medieval and Renaissance models, the 
narrator in Erotokritos intends to create a different type of 
heroine, who is no longer passive, who is not simply the 
projection of male desire and male dominance on the female 
body. So, he creates the portrait of Areti (Virtue). 

7 The passages relating to Aretousa's appearance in Book V do not 
praise her beauty, but rather describe its withering (vv. 319-20), her 
miserable and tearful aspect (vv. 963-70, 1071-4), and the restoration of 
her loveliness after Erotokritos reveals his own true form (vv. 1116-24). 
8 See Peri, Tov 1r60ov appWCITytµsvo<;;, pp. 110-11; Giorgos Kallin is, "To 
«JtOQ'tQE'tO» 't1"]<; AQE'tf]<;. AJtO 'tl<; «JtQOCTumoyga<j:>(E<;» wga(wv 
yuvmxwv .1"]<; µwmwvLx1"]<; xal, avayevV't')CTLaxf]<; µuOwwg(a<; m1']v 
anova(a 'tO'lJ yuvmxdou awµaw<; (J'tOV 'EQWTOX(!lTO 'tOlJ B. 
Kogvagou", in: Kaklamanis (ed.), Z17njµara :rcot17rtxij~, pp. 119-29; 
Lasithiotakis, "Ol JtEQLYQCT<pE<; CT'tOV 'EQwTOXQlW", ibid., pp. 93-6; 
Vicky Panayotopoulou, "To wgaio (J'tOV 'EQWTOXQlTO: ol avayevv
maxE<; ata0riux£<; avu\11'l!JEL<; a.ov Kogvago", ibid., pp. 83-102; 
Tina Lendari, "'O 'EQWTOXQlTO~ xal, ii EAA'Y]VLXl) oriµwo11<; µu0wwg(a 
wiJ Mwa(wva", ibid., pp. 65-7. 
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While I am happy to agree with many of the observations made by 
Kallinis, as well as some of the theoretical tenets put forward, it 
cannot be readily accepted that the narrator (in this case one 
should rather speak of the author) intends to liberate the female 
body and the female image from the dominance of the male gaze 
and male desire. By general consensus, Komaros is most probably 
familiar with and subscribes to the Renaissance artistic claim that 
true beauty is beyond depiction (as Kallinis himself acknow
ledges). Besides, the notion of beauty must be seen in close con
nection with the Neoplatonic view of the ennobling potential of 
women; nonetheless, this should not be seen as the basis on which 
the author aims to negotiate or explore a more radical approach to 
gender roles. In any case, the adoption of such a drastic ideo
logical position would entail a more complex treatment of gender 
roles - which, nonetheless, remain quite traditional, if not de
cidedly stereotypical in Erotokritos. 

Therefore Komaros is not necessarily trying to liberate his 
heroine from the male gaze; while possibly paying tribute to a 
literary, aesthetic and philosophical ideal, he imposes a sense of 
decorum in order to shield his noble, virtuous and pure female 
character, preventing the reader from perceiving her as a sensual 
object of desire (whether passive or not).9 When he does refer to 
Aretousa's appearance, the imagery is in most cases subtly 
mingled with action or the expression of feeling, aiming to create 
a particular effect ( as will be discussed below). 10 Vicky Panayoto
poulou has also commented on the depiction of her beauty, also 
stressing that the overall impression created in the text underlines 
her modesty. 11 

9 See Lendari, "'O 'EQWTOXQlWs xat iJ EAAY]VLXl] OY]µWOY]<; µu0L
o-wg(a", pp. 65-7. 
IO See also Tina Lendari, "Ta ~EAYJ -wu egwi;a xat i;a µana i;fjs; 
AQEcfJ<;: i;o decorum -wu ~Mµµmo<; cnov 'EQWTOXQtw", in: Tasoula 
M. Markomichelaki ( ed.), 0 K6aµo<; wv Epwr6Kpzwv Kaz o Epwr6Kpzw<; 
arov K6aµo. llpa.KrzKa. L11E::0vov<; Lvvd5piov (Lrirnia., 31/7-2/8/2009) 
(Heraklion: Dimas Siteias 2012), pp. 89-103. 
11 Panayotopoulou, "To wgaio oi;ov 'EQWiOXQlW", p. 106. 
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It is fairly easy to see that the control of desire and sexuality is 
achieved through the application of subtle poetic devices; among 
which an alternative treatment of the standard topos of the hero
ine's portrayal which aims at promoting the idea of Aretousa's 
ideal beauty combined with virtue. At the same time, should one 
seek to juxtapose the description of Erotokritos's beauty to that of 
Aretousa, the comparison reveals that the relevant passages are 
not extensive, although in effect the emerging portrait of the 
former is much fuller. 12 After all, he is presented in all his 
splendour during the joust in Book II ( especially as the reader is 
invited to observe him not only as a neutral onlooker, but also 
through Aretousa's loving eyes). In contrast to Erotokritos who 
receives public admiration for his appearance as well as his deeds, 
Aretousa remains both visible and invisible throughout the 
work. 13 She can see and observe, but cannot entirely be visualized 
by the reader, tending to become an ideal, almost abstract form. 14 

Relevant to the question of Aretousa's visualisation through 
description and the connection of beauty and sexuality is the 
function of vision and ocular exchange, which can further illumin
ate the treatment of beauty and desire in the romance. Aretousa's 
eyes may not be used as weapons aimed at the lover; however, she 
does communicate her feelings through her glances, demon
strating grief, sympathy, virginal modesty, prudence, wisdom (all 
telling signs of her impeccable virtue). When the lovers look into 
each other's eyes, flaming passion is never described as the 

12 See Lasithiotakis, "Ol JtEQLyga<j)1\:; a,:ov 'EQOJTOX(]lTO", p. 87 and n. 
15, and Panayotopoulou, "To wgaio CTTOV 'Egw,:6xgno", pp. 111-12. 
13 The "invisibility" of Aretousa is pointed out by Panayotopoulou, "To 
wgaio a,:ov 'Egw,:6xQLW", p. 108, who also notes that the heroine is 
not presented as an enchantress (see below, p.102). Furthermore, she 
correctly remarks that, as the princess avoids exchanging glances with 
the warriors at the joust, all these young men are not impressed by her 
beauty: "as they have no opportunity to look into her eyes, Aretousa 
remains almost invisible" (my translation). In my previous publication, 
"Ta j3EAYJ ,:oiJ EQWTa", due to an editing oversight, I failed to 
acknowledge Panayotopoulou's contribution on the subject. 
14 In the sense that Kornaros is creating an abstraction out of Aretousa, I 
would agree with Kallinis. 
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dominant feeling. Actually, Aretousa and Erotokritos only ex
change furtive glances and the heroine's gaze is always modest 

and tender; for example (I 2153-68): 

IIOI. 'Exgou<j>oavavi:gav(tam x' txgou<j>oouvi:rigouoa· 
y{J1,LO Of:: OELXVEL 6 YEL£ i CtA.A.OU µY]OE Jtol:£ eµLA.OUOa· 

£0£1:0l EJCEQVUV 6 XmQO£· ,;a µcma fJoavE µ6vo, 
JCOU eµo11,oyouoav Wf] XUQ0Ul£ i;a mi0Y] xal, 1:0V JCOVO. 

To aval311,Eµµa •fJ£ 'AQE1:l]£ dvm 0.0 val, x' El,£ i oxv 
µt <pQOVE'ljJY] i;o xagj3ouvov El,£ Tf]V a0UA.'YJ ,;6 'xEv 

ot 0t va OELS'YJ x' Euxo11,a 6 rc60o£ 1:11v 6g(tEv 
µfoa ELXE j3gaori xal, xariµ6, XL arc ol;w OEV xarcv(tEL. 

Kal, µ' OA.0 JCO'l) 6 Pwi:6XQLLO£ tyVWQLtE x' t0wQEL 
JC(!)£ OJCA.UXVLXCt ouxvu't O'lJXVLCt avavi;gav(tEL Y] XOQ'YJ, 

JCOl:E LO'lJ OEV arcoxoi;d Myo va •fJ£ µLA.Y]O'YJ, 
yLmL f]0EA.E JCA.La <paVEQCt 1:Y]V XOQ'YJ va YVWQLOY]. 

KL 011,a i avavi:gav(oµma nov '6LOE ri 'AgE.ovoa, 
111:al;11 x' Y] y11,ux61:111:a rcav.a ,;a O'lJYXEQVOUOa 

XL OyLa LLµY] XL OyLa E'lJYEVELCt XL OyLa µqaA.OO'lJVY] 
va 1:11 YVWQLOll EWL xaM ax6µri OEV a<pf]va. 

It is important to emphasize that Aretousa's sense of decorum is 

closely connected with, or rather dictated by, her sense of pride 
and nobility (xL oyLa 1:LµY] XL oyLa E'UYEVHCt XL oyLa µEyaA.OO'lJVY], V. 

2167). 

Finally, with regard to the eroticism conveyed through visual 
contact, one should recall that the couple's secret meetings take 
place at night, in a setting that precludes the description of eyes 

and gazing. Moreover, the idea of mental oi:6griori as a superior 
version of beholding the image of the beloved holds a central 
position in this relationship; the protagonists suffer in order to 
conquer true affection. Visual experience is the trigger of love but 
cannot reproduce true beauty as well the eyes of the soul. As 
Aretousa herself declares, the eyes can see only the surface of 

forms, not their true essence. She is able to capture the true 

portrait ( oi:6griori) of her beloved in her mind - a proof of her 
immaculate love and a portrait far superior to that of any 
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professional painter, as she proudly owns (III 1422-40). 15 By the 
same principle, the true form of Aretousa's beauty is intended to 
be captured in a similar way. 

Moving on to other features of the text which are character
istically connected with the treatment of beauty and desire, one 
should mention the transformation or avoidance of specific 
imagery pertaining to the engendering of passion. To be more 
specific, since Antiquity and throughout the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance, falling in love has often been depicted through the 
imagery of arrows piercing the lover's heart or eyes. The image of 
Eros/Cupid the archer is certainly known to Kornaros, who 
employs it frequently .16 The characters often describe Eros in 
their speeches (e.g. Erotokritos comments: Ilona µzya.AlJV 
a<j:>EVtLCT., JtOAAa µey6.Al] XCT.Ql] / EXEL t' 6Myovµvo JtaLOL JT,01.J rr;a(~EL 
to ool;6.QL, I 274-5). The archer image appears more often in the 
speeches of Aretousa - mostly with reference to Erotokritos, for 
instance: 

I 1667-70 
APE. "Egwta£ CT'tEXH avaoLa µov XL CXOLXa t1JQUVVd µ£, 

µ' &gµata <j:>o(3eg(~a µ£ xal µe <puma xevta µz· 
µe to sL<pO.QL µoi) µLA£[,, µe t'Y] aafra AEYEL, 

to OLXLO to1J µ' avaAUµJt'Y] xa), <j:>Mya to Y1JQ£1JYH· 

III 315-18 
APE. K' tyw, <I>goauvlJ, nw£ µrr,ogw xal AE£ µov nw£ xegoalvw 

va JtOAeµf]aw £t(JL you µv17 hav agµatwµ{;vo, 
6noiJ (3aatd ata XEQLa to1J aa°L'te£ xal ool;a.QL, 

VLX<'i £t(JL tOV avfJµrr,ogo aav xa), to JtUAAl]XO.QL; 

15 See Ricks, "The style of Erot6kritos", pp. 251-3; Michalis 
Lasithiotakis, "'O 'EQWTOXQlW~ xa), -ea haALXa «trattati d'amore»", 
Mavwrorp6poc; 39-40 (1995) 5-39 (specifically, pp. 15-17). 
16 On the variety of forms in which Love/Cupid is depicted, see David 
Holton, Erotokritos (Bristol: Bristol Classical Press 1991 ), p. 81, and 
"Romance", in: idem (ed.), Literature and Society in Renaissance Crete 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1991 ), p. 234. 
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However, it is worth mentioning that the imagery of the Eros 
as archer and/or his arrows is not associated with Aretousa's eyes. 
Erotokritos falls in love with the princess of Athens because of her 
beauty, but not as a result of her captivating gaze. Aretousa, as has 
been repeatedly pointed out, falls in love with him by listening to 
his songs. The heroine is not portrayed as actively inciting 
Erotokritos's passion; direct and intense ocular exchange is not 
used as the focal point of the innamoramento. 17 

It is also worth pointing out that direct eye contact, as a start
ing point and an integral part of the inamorammento, is a central 
theme in one of Polydoros's exhorting speeches to Erotokritos (I 
111-52). 18 In his attempt to discourage Erotokritos from any 
expectation of reciprocated affection, he stresses the point that the 
princess would never condescend to cast an eye on Erotokritos, 
much less to return his gaze. He insists that ardent or playful looks 
are a clear sign of requited love. However, when visual contact 
becomes a means of communication between Erotokritos and 
Aretousa, their gaze is not described as conquering, mischievous, 
or lustful. Aretousa's modest look is also directly linked to her 
prudence and nobility. 19 

Polydoros's theory on love born through the exchange of 
glances seems to be more appropriate for people who have ways 
of life permitting them to experience direct visual contact. Free
dom of movement and access to open spaces, enables one to see 
others and be seen ( of course, Aretousa, as a princess, is seldom 
exposed to the looks of commoners). The element of exposure to 

17 For the treatment of visual exchange in Erotokritos see Michel 
Lassithiotakis, "Traitemert de 'la scene de premiere vue' dans 
Erotokritos", Revue des Etudes Neo-helleniques 1 (1992) 53-76, who 
offers a different, but nevertheless illuminating, perspective on the sub
ject. On the importance and uses of the erotic gaze see Lasithiotakis, ''O 
'Egwr6XQlTOc; xal, 't<X i'taA.txa trattati d'amore", pp. 9-15 and idem, 
"IlE'tQCTQXtXa µo.(f:>a CT'tOV 'EQW'tOXQt'to", B11aavpfoµara 26 (1996) 
146-8 (with ample bibliography). 
18 It must be pointed out that Polydoros is also alluding to the long 
literary tradition of this topos. 
19 See also Lasithiotakis, "0 'Egwr6XQlTOc; xal, 'ta haAtxa «trattati 
d'amore»", pp. 9 and 14. 
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common view, and the ability to have unimpeded visual encounter 
is a key element of erotic submission. Interestingly enough, many 
elements of Polydoros's theory relate to an altogether different 
couple and a contrasting love story. It is perhaps not coincidental 
that the specific imagery of a woman's eyes functioning as 
weapons is used for the wife of the Cretan warrior Charidimos. 

Charidimos falls in love at first sight when he beholds the girl 
sitting at the window. Her beauty is described in a structured and 
very compact description which emphasizes the power of her blue 
eyes (II 607-14). The anonymous young woman embroidering at 
the window (which provides an imaginary portrait frame for the 
presentation of her lovely face), 20 exposes her beauty to passers
by, and thus suffers herself to be desired; it is not disclosed 
whether she blushes so to be admired - to attempt an awkward 
paraphrase of a line from Edmund Waller. The girl possesses 
irresistible charms - even though she may not be aware of the fact 
that her eyes function as deadly weapons (the narrative is tacit on 
this point). Her eroticism is manifested through the powerful 
image of the darts shooting from her eyes ( xal -wu t<j>av(ot'Y) wi:; 

t11vc of] xal oa·ina tou owxa / x' dxc tov :rr60o o,:o xwv(, tov egwta 
o,:iJv x6xa, II 613-14). The feature of the female gaze, combined 
with the arrow imagery, suggests yet another perspective from 
which the story of the Cretan can be seen as a counterpart to the 
story of Erotokritos, illustrating the negative aspects of a passion
ate relationship and how "love at first sight can end tragically", to 
borrow David Holton's wording.21 The antithesis between the two 
stories is highlighted even more acutely through the use of the 
specific topos. The general ethos of each relationship (combined 
with the particular imagery) implies a prescribed course towards 
happiness or catastrophe. 

In general, desire seems to be given a rather free rein in the 
Cretan's relationship. This love affair is based on passion created 
at first sight, does not meet any difficulties, is not subject to social 

20 The contrast to the dark, barred window through which Erotokritos's 
meetings with Aretousa take place is pronounced. 
21 See Holton, Erotokritos, pp. 24-7. 
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control or criticism ( even though the narrator discreetly hints at 
Charidimos' s lack of parental support or of proper guidance in his 
choice).22 The couple are free to enjoy their love in an idyllic 
atmosphere, away from the restrictions and conventions of organ
ized society. Matrimony seems to be the gateway to the fulfilment 
of passion. After his marriage, the Cretan king retreats to the 
valleys of Mount Ida, away from his seat and from society. 
Elements such as the condensed but sensual description of the girl 
with the arrow-shooting eyes, the subsequent depiction of the 
idealized bucolic setting, and the care-free life that the couple 
enjoys there ( clearly, a utopia), suggest a much more liberal atti
tude towards love and marriage. Initially the story seems to 
promote the idea of marital union as a free personal choice, dict
ated mainly - or even solely - by desire. At the same time, the 
idyllic backdrop suggests the absence of rigid social control on 
desire and eroticism; the superficially "perfect" and uninhibited 
relationship proves to be fragile, leading to a sad end; in allowing 
envy and suspicion to take root, the bond between Charidimos and 
the girl is presented as unable to withstand trial. Nevertheless, the 
narrative seems to have provided several warning signs from its 
very opening, among which the fatal erotic glance. 

The idea of the fragility of a union which is founded on 
impulse and desire also appears in the pastoral poem Voskopoula. 
In Voskopoula the imagery of the actively erotic, potentially lethal 
female gaze is subtly utilized. Even though the shepherdess 
appears to be an innocent girl, she is acutely aware of the power 
of her playful glance, which inflicts mortal wounds. The shepherd 
falls victim to the arrow-shooting Cupids in the girl's eyes (vv. 
17-32): 

LTQE<poµm xal, 0WQW Tll µec; o-ra µcma 
x' EQQUY'YJV 17 xaQoLa µou TQ(a xoµµa-rta, 
ytml, EQWTEc; iolxav x' eoo1;iouya, 
xal, va µi:: oahbjJouv eyuQEiJya. 

22 See II 617-20. 
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KL ws µ' d'.oamv ol EQW't£S xovi:a 'tWS 
µe :n:go0vµuxv a:n:11,woa oi:' agµai:a 'tWS 
xal maVO'lJOL oahi:rs xal Brgi:6vta 
yta va µou OWOO'lJV XQLOY] 'tllV aiwvta. 

Kal oi:riv xagota iJ oalm i:ws µ£ owvH· 
d:n:a xal i:o xogµ( µov 0£ y11,vi:wvrv 
i:o <j)ws µov xal i:a µai:ta io0aµ:n;w0f1xa 
xal 0£ xariµov ag(<j)vrii:ov ioµm)xa. 

KL 6µ:n;gos O'tY] Bguori Jl:E<p'tW ALywµevos 
x' iJ XOQY] £8<XQQH£ x' dµm a:n:o0aµevos. 
Aeya: «Twv aµµai:tw µov i:a :n:myvlota 
io8avai:6Joav i:o Booxov ai<j)v(ota». 

Tina Lendari 

There are several common elements between the Cretan's story 
and the pastoral poem.23 In Voskopoula desire is directly fulfilled, 
the girl - despite some manifestations of modesty plays an 
active role and shows no resistance to the shepherd's advances (it 
is true that the couple take symbolic vows but both of them, 
especially the girl, are anxious to take advantage of the absence of 
parental control). The couple engage in passionate embraces soon 
after their first encounter in an idyllic landscape. In Voskopoula, 
as in the Charidimos story, the relationship which begins as an 
ardent passion, proves unable to survive the challenge of separ
ation and the accidents of fotiune. The sad conclusion thus seems 
unavoidable. 

With this in mind, one can revisit the theme of the arrows of 
love in Erotokritos, whose heroine is anything but an enchantress 
with arrow-shooting eyes. There is a single instance in which the 
arrow imagery is employed with reference to Aretousa - albeit 
significantly modified. The wounding power of the love arrows is 
transposed from the eyes to the hair. Used in the scene where 
Iraklis cuts his daughter's golden tresses and throws her to prison, 

23 On the similarities between the two texts, especially the love-at-first
sight theme, see David Holton, "EQOJTOXQtWc:; xal Boaxo:rcov:la: µ(a 
ovyxgmxfJ ava11,v01f, in: Kaklamanis (ed.), ZYJriJµara :rcotYJUxijc:;, pp. 
273-90. 
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this description constitutes one of the most extensive passages 
relating to Aretousa's appearance (IV 467-76): 

IIOI. xal, µ' UJWVLCt XL ayQLOtY]ta Elc:; to DE~O toll XEQL 
t1JAL<J<JEL tl.c:; JtAE~OllDEc:; tY]c:; xgatwvtac:; to µaxa(QL 

xal, x6~yEL t<JL xal, QLXVEL t<JL auyxgatEc:; Mxwc:; JtOVO, 
oi g(~ec:; tw xgovaw µaAALW tf]c:; anoµdva µ6vo. 

MaUux JtOU EQLXta <J<ittLEc:; xal, t'Y]V xagDLa EJtA'l'jywva 
<Jtll yf]v E<JXOQJtL<Jt11xam x' ol <JXOVEc:; ta X01JXAWVa· 

µaULet JtOU EAaµnav JtALOtEQa naga tO'U 'YJALO'U w' crni:(vec:; 
AUJtY]CTY] DEV twc:; etxamv ol µav17tEc:; EXELVEc:;· 

x' 11 XE<paA'Y] JtOU a' oµogcpux Jt00Ec:; DEV ELXE taLQL 
X01JtQ01JAE1Jt'Y] t'Y]V T]<pY]XE to UAUJtY]tO µaxa(QL. 

Kornaros devises an original, as well as powerful, transformation 
of the familiar image. By removing the traditional association of 
the arrows of love from the eyes to the hair, he emphasizes both 
the potency of the girl's beauty and the father's attempt to dimin
ish or destroy it. In a demonstration of anger and cruelty most 
unexpected of a wise ruler and an affectionate father, Iraklis 
makes a demonstration of royal and paternal authority. He is 
motivated by pride and principle (as much as by resentment), and 
confirms his royal and parental authority by physically humiliat
ing and disgracing his daughter. At the same time, his act is but a 
violent attempt to deprive Aretousa of her sexuality; symbolically, 
it refers to the shearing of nuns' hair, the ritual through which a 
woman forsakes feminine identity in order to enter the cloister. By 
refusing to accept her father's choice of a husband, Aretousa 
enters an alternative (albeit degrading) version of cloistered life: 
incarceration - a condition of bodily and emotional confinement 
which is simultaneously deliberate and enforced. The sense of 
irony created in this instance by the attack on beauty is indeed 
acute and the arrow imagery is one of the components effectively 
used to this end. 24 

24 In general the visual element in Erotokritos deserves a much fuller 
treatment; among other aspects, the theme of blindness is particularly 
interesting. 
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In connection with all the above, one should not fail to take 
into account the lyrical idiom of the work, especially the vocabu
lary of love and the variety of its uses. Michel Lassithiotakis has 
made a thought-provoking contribution to the subject,25 attempt
ing an examination of the terminology of love, passion and 
nobility in Erotokritos. Guided by his approach, which has shed 
light on the system of values embedded in the work, one might 
further observe that the vocabulary of love and desire egwi:ai;, 
ayami, <pLALa, rc60os;, EQW"tLa, is used mainly in the first three 
Books, which cover the ardent, youthful stage of the attachment 
(as mentioned before). Throughout the work, the noun egwi:as; is 
clustered with <ptAta and n:60oc; (as in the Prologue), and the most 
commonly associated substantives denoting desire are n60oc; and 
tgwua (which actually form the most frequent combination).26 

All the references to EQW"tLa (the strongest synonym of desire) 
appear in the first three books, while the words rco0&, rc60os; are 
rarely used in Books IV and V, usually in a more neutral sense 
(the commonest meanings being the simple "wish", "wish for"). 
After the departure of Erotokritos from Athens and Aretousa's 
imprisonment, the only strongly charged use of n:60oc; is found in 
Book IV when the imprisoned Aretousa reflects on the happy fate 
of poor people who are free to enjoy their love. However, the 
contemplation of erotic bliss and the dream of happiness are 
drastically conditioned by the atmosphere of incarceration and by 
her own despair. This seems to be the last spark of bodily desire 
as a major driving force in the romance (IV 725-8):27 

25 Michel Lassithiotakis, "«Ta' E'UYEVEL<Xs; ,:a o&ga»: passion, vertu et 
noblesse dans Erotocritos", in: Bernard Pouderon - Cecile Bost 
Pouderon (eds.), Passions, vertus et vices dans l'ancien roman. Actes du 
colloque de Tours, I 9-21 octobre 2006, organise par I' Universite 
Franr;ois-Rabelais de Tours et l 'UMR 5189, Histoire et Sources des 
Mandes Antiques (Lyon: Presses de la Maison de ]'Orient et de la 
Mediterranee 2009), pp. 223-39, reprinted in: Michel Lassithiotakis, 
Litterature et Culture de la Crete Venitienne (Paris - Athens: Daedalus 
20 I 0), pp. 420-40. 
26 Lassithiotakis, "«Ta' E'UYEVEL<'is; i:a o&ga»", pp. 421-3. 
27 Also, the idea of bodily pleasure marks a strong contrast with the 
girl's bodily suffering in prison. 
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<l>i:wxiJ <jnwxov ayamioi:: xal JtOVO DEV tygo(xa, 
Ma cpi:wxLxa tni::gaoam, i:ov n60ov txagi'jxa, 

DLXW£ xwµLav EVl:'llQ'YJOY) yi] cp6[3o va WL XQLV'YJ, 
Mgav dxav xal Dgooa o' oi:' aya:mi£ i:o xaµ(vL 
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When the word n:60oc; reappears in Book V, it is qualified by the 
adjective tµmonx6£ (i:ov n60ov i:ov tµmonxov 6nou wu f3aoi:a ii 
x6gri, v. 302),28 and therefore its meaning is crucially modified, 
becoming a synonym for the emblematic µnwnx11 <pLA,La/ayami, 
which forms the dominant notion of love in the whole work. 

As the outcome of the plot - in combination with the pro
jected system of ruling values - confirms, passion, bodily desire 
and eroticism are moderated and eventually controlled by the 
virtues of devotion, constancy, perseverance, temperance and 
chastity -which are fundamental for the final triumph of love. 29 

Komaros's technique is crucial in projecting this complex system 
without pedantry or insipid didacticism. After the highly charged 
encounter in Book Ill, the love of Erotokritos and Aretousa 
acquires a different dimension and passes on to a higher sphere in 
order to reach the state of ideal love and true affection. 

Among the virtues or qualities celebrated in the work, there is 
one that has not been brought fully into the discussion: nobility.30 

Aretousa's qualities, natural or inherited, combined together, 
represent the consummate ideal of feminine nobility, which will 
be complemented by the manly and social virtues Erotokritos 
represents after he returns as a triumphant warrior. Up to Book III, 
Erotokritos presumed to become Aretousa's husband by his 
beauty, courteousness, scholarship, poetry, music, horsemanship, 
and, of course, his passion. All these endowments, as well as his 

28 See also V 661, where the meaning is "longing", "passion", without 
sensual/sexual overtones. Erotokritos spends sleepless nights in his exile: 
xL 6 A,oywµ,6£ i:i'J£ J\gi::i:i'J£ OA,(yov DEv acp11va / va xmµri0d, ywi:\, 
aygunvd o' 1:£ ayfot1l£ i;o xaµ(vL (IV 1009-10). 
29 On strength/fortitude and courage (Erotokritos's attributes), which are 
also decisive to the final outcome, see Lassithiotakis, "«To' i::uyi::vad.£ 
i:a Dwga»", pp. 429-35. 
30 Lassithiotakis, "«To' EllYEVELO.£ ,;a Dwga»", pp. 432-7. 
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love, will have to be tested on a larger scale, and in the end they 
have to meet with the king's recognition. Having matured in 
courage/strength and wisdom, the triumphant warrior is praised by 
the king: ~Ev dvm gf]yac; aav tµdc;, µa f] X,<XQ'YJ -wu dvm i:6ari I :n:ou 
gf]ya i:6v£ xgal;:,oum CTE 6uvaµri xal, yvowri (V 1423-4). These are 
precisely the qualities that were not fully developed when he was 
exiled from Athens.31 

Iraklis's authority is never doubted by the saviour of his king
dom, even though Erotokritos has finally gained the higher moral 
ground by proving himself a valiant warrior, and a true champion 
of both Athens and Aretousa. Indeed, it is only after receiving 
final approval from the king, that Erotokritos can enjoy the 
pleasures of marriage and, subsequently, kingship. Therefore, 
recognition of nobility is the ultimate stage towards achieving 
fulfilment in love. 

After the marriage has taken place, for the first time the 
narrator offers playful and genial commentary, though discreetly 
limiting himself to decorous suggestion; his remarks on matri
monial love come as a reward both for the protagonists and for the 
readers, after the firm control on sensuality that has been 
exercised as the story evolved. The allusion to the protagonists' 
trials is a proper justification for allowing just the slightest 
glimpse into the bedchamber. At the same time the narrator 
appeals to the readers' response to the events previously narrated 
(and indirectly to their appreciative reception of the literary con
struct) as well as their personal experience in order to reconstruct 
the scene (V 1495-1502): 

XL agya 'µ£LV£ i:' avi:g6yuvo CT1:1]V xaµcgav EX£LV'Y] 
J"COlJ 

0

1'.0V O.QX,1] x' Eµ:n:f]XaCTL a° w' aya:m1c; n)v ()()lJV'Y]. 
LY]µEQOV ac; AOYLCtCTOllCTLV OCTOL XL av EX,Oll yvwm1 

tx£iva :n:ou tycvf]xamv &me va s'YJµEQWCT'YJ. 

31 Of course, yvrom1 would also suggest that he has also matured 
emotionally. For the development of characters following the organ
ization of the plot, see David Holton, "flroc; opyavwvHm o 
Epwr6,cpzwc;", Cretan Studies 1 (1988) 157-67, and idem, Erotokritos, 
pp. 17-19. 
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'Eyw 0£ 0EA.(l) xal, ◊ELA.LCD va GO.GE :mil µe yga.µµa 
TT] Vll½Ta :rcwc; E◊La.1:;amv, LVTU , :rca x' lVTa exa.µa. 

M:rcOQELTE cmo TU. :rcagoµ:rcgoc; JC01J 'x,nE YQOLX'f]µEVU 
fodc; va TU. AOYLUGETE xal, µiJ QffiTUTE {;µi'ova. 

Ta ':ream, TU. µLA.l]GUGL x' EL<; O,TL XL av {;y(vri 
½Lavdc; OEV t;EllQEL va TO m'] µ6vov oi ou6 TWc; XELVOL. 
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At the point where the narrative draws to a close, the ideals 
endorsed are those of marital bliss, harmony and, above all, social 
order, rather than social elevation or sexual gratification.32 After 
the marriage has taken place, the narrative swiftly leads the 
readers away from any thoughts of sexual love to the couple's 
subsequent royal and family duties, informing them that Eroto
kritos and Aretousa lived on to a happy old age and that Aretousa 
became a mother and a grandmother (µa.va xal, XEQU. AaA.a., V 
1516). As the story concludes with a leap forward in time, she is 
no longer presented as a beautiful, desirable maiden, but as a fully 
developed woman, entrenched in her traditional gender role. She 
has emerged a much stronger, loving woman, a worthy queen, the 
true personification of virtue and nobility. 

The brief examination of the depiction of beauty and desire in 
Erotokritos attempted here may further help the appreciation of its 
complexity and sophistication. Instead of a conclusion, I should 
like to present some suggestions for further thought: Erotokritos 
and Aretousa eventually emerge as a couple whose adventures and 
marriage are a dynamic illustration of strength, wisdom, beauty, 
nobility and chastity. Their adventure seems to be an in-depth 
narrative realisation of the potential, the interaction and the 
combination of these virtues, as the irrational powers of desire and 
fortune come into play. It is perhaps not fortuitous that these 
virtues are symbolized by the royal couple of Athens, Iraklis and 
Artemi (Hercules and Diana),33 who were introduced at the begin-

32 See also Giorgos Kallinis, "Ti dvm o Epwr6Kpzwc; iJ nroc; rnv 
8taPcisonµE. To ytvoc; Kut TO Ei8oc;", in: Markomichelaki (ed.), 0 l(Q(Jµoc; 
TOV Epwr6KplTOV, pp. 43-61 (p. 60). 
33 Lack of space prevents me from going into detail about the symbolism 
of Hercules and Diana, which l hope to treat in another paper. It is quite 
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ning of the romance.34 Love/desire (that will have to run its course 
to maturity) and fortune combine in order to tum around the 
abstract wheel, an emblem not only of time and change, but also 
of fictional narrative itself. 

likely that the specific names were not randomly chosen as they carry 
significant symbolic and allegorical weight that should not be ignored. 
For the reception of the Hercules figure in European literature, see Karl 
G. Galinsky, The Herakles Theme. The Adaptations of the Hero in 
Literature from Homer to the Twentieth Century (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell 1972) and more recently, Karl Galinsky, "Hercules", in: 
Anthony Grafton - Glenn W. Most Salvattore Settis (eds.), The 
Classical Tradition (Cambridge, Ma. - London: The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press 2010), pp. 426-9. However, D. Holton's 
suggestion that the name lraklis alludes to Heraclius is a possibility that 
should be borne in mind. See David Holton, "«HpciKATJ .ov sAiyacn»: 0 
~acn1ctci<; TTJ<; A0f]va<; cnov Epwr6Kpzro", Cretan Studies 3 (1992) 113-29 
(where the reader will also find references to previous literature). 
34 Perhaps enriched with some of the affectionate, more human, qualities 
of Erotokritos's own parents. 


